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Review The Nuance PDF Converter Professional 5 Trusted Review can earn an affiliate commission when you purchase through links on our site. Learn more Simon Williams | March 5, 2020 4:48 pm GMT the PDF file format is pubitous in many areas of life assertion. It's the format of preference for most documents published on the Internet and is used in
business wherever documents require a fixed layout that can be annoyed, but not easy to change. Two main ways to create and modify the PDF files in Acrobat's own Acrobat application or by using PDF's Nuance Converter. There are other PDF tools created, but these two programs keep the lion's share of the market.PDF Converter has just been updated
to version 5 and includes a raffle of new features, some of which are not matched by Acrobat, though it's about twice the price. In addition, PDF Converter 5 supports Microsoft's XPS document format, a most recent rival to PDF, which can be an advantage to an organization that supports both types of electronic paper files. Once installed, you can create
PDF files using the PDF Converter driver, working out of virtually any Windows application; from macros are installed as a apart group in the menu bar of Microsoft Office applications with WordPerfect; programs to PDF Converter itself. In PDF Converter 5, tools are supplied for both new document creation and editing of existing PDF files. Previous tools,
such as text and touch-up objects, are reinforced by new overtime such as on-screen measurements and calendars. Measurement is particularly useful if you are working with quick drawings, and calls are handy when you mark up a document for peer review. Comments to callouts can now be attached at any point in a page and the call can be dragging to
any position while still holding a link to its insertion point. There is plenty of markup help in the program, too, including the Active Markup tool that allows you to edit text as if you are using a word processor. Here, though, it tapped into your deleted text and add any you typed as a note to the document, so leave the original content available. The ultimate
markup is demand. This is the dark from commercial or strategic sensitive content when they release documents to a wide audience. The Enterprise edition of PDF Converter 5 can handle appointments, even if it is not applied to the professional version. Not all PDF documents are intended for paper distribution, of course, and installations include all types of
media, such as movies, sounds and 3D objects, are provided. They can be set to play whenever a page is viewed or when a defined hotspot is clicked. In addition, PDF Converter 5 can now create PDF packages. In its simplest form, this is a collection of different files, which can start off in different formats, individually converted to PDF files and packages
together into a single PDF container. This facility uses the latest PDF 1.7 format the application now supports naturally. Nuance uses this ability to create packages in a new feature that can archive a complete e-mail folder, such as your inbox, into a single PDF. E-mail attachments are saved in the original file format of the PDF package and saving space
claim space of up to 50% compared with an unzipping archive. As well as gathering together a number of different files in one containing PDF, PDF Converter 5 can do the opposite; divide down a large PDF into the smallest segment which can all be saved separately. This is ideal for breaking, for example, a book manuscript in its element chapter. The
export facilities of Adobe Acrobat are not as good as in PDF Converter 5. Where Acrobat can export constituent text and graphics to applications such as Word, PDF Converter does its best to keep the layout of the page as well as its contents. Nuance is able to offer this enhanced format compatibility because of the technology of OmniPage, its OCR
applications, which do much the same with checked pages. Even so, PDF Converter doesn't seem to have quite the sophistication of layout compatibility that OmniPage's updates do with complex pages, while looking good, are often not created in a way similar to manually setting the page from scratch to a word processor. For example, too many page
elements are still exported as separate frames, which gets them looking right, but limiting their education. Nuance does, however, use more of its OCR skills in the production of search PDFs. Rather than using an image in a text page when creating a PDF file, PDF Converter 5 can convert the text image to live, searchable (and editable) text. Once a PDF
document is ready for distribution, it will probably need protection from third-party editing and there's a complete set of security tools that can place it with written privileges. The dialogs for security configuration have been improved and you can now include a custom signature to fit with a particular home style. Signatures can be time-gloves, too. Another
feature worth a mention, yet something Acrobat can't do natively, is text-to-speech. The quality of pledge expression is getting more and more natural, though still a non-localized accent, American accents. PDF Converter 5 can read text paragraphs by paragraphs and can deal with large foreign languages, as well as English. 'Verdicts' Nuance PDF
Converter 5 has a lot going for it. It's an easy-to-use PDF creation and editing tool that integrates well with larger business applications. Finding multi-part documents in PDF format is much easier with the new wrapping tool and getting them out of Word or Word files is much more visually accurate than with Acrobat. By far and far the application's biggest
advantage over the Adobe product is value. At just over a third of the price of Acrobat 8 Standard, it's also a more feature-rich PDF tool and supports Microsoft XPS documents, so you need a separate application to process files using upcoming formats. PDF Conversion Program / View System Requirements Processor: Intel Pentium or Higher or Equivalent
Operating System: Windows 2000 and Service Pack 4 Windows XP and Service Pack 2 Windows XP (64-bit 64-bit edition) Windows Server 2003 Windows Vista (32-bit or 64-bit edition) Hard Disk: 200MB of free space for application files plus 50MB working space during installation memory : 256MB RAM Optical Drive: CD-ROM Others: Microsoft Internet
Explorer 5.5 or above Microsoft Office 2007 and Service Pack 1 required to increase the full arousal included for XPS SVGA file controller with 256 color Windows-compatible sound device card points is optional for using the functionality of supplied Text-to-Service Engine If Windows Vista is not installed; Microsoft .NET chapwork 3.0 is required in order to
save the DOCX, XLSX, and PPTX file formats (Microsoft Office 2007 format) Microsoft .NET Framework 3.0 can be installed on Windows XP but cannot be installed on Windows 2000 unlike other sites, we properly test each of our product reviews. We use industry standard tests in order to compare features well. We'll always tell you what we get. We never,
ever accept money to review a product. Tell us what you think – send your emails to the Editor. A product's installation routine not only sets the software for your use, but also provides you with your first introduction to the title in particular. Usually installation routines fall into the category of joy-to-use or bring the user face-to-face with various issues. The
airwaves say the installation for this next product under review was more inclined towards the later type. The product in question is PDF Converter Professionals 8 from Nuance. click on enlarged images Installation of this product to give you various choices including whether you want to include Nuance Cloud Connector and Gaaiha Collaboration and the
main PDF Converter Professional Software 8. When making this decision it helps when some information regarding the additional articles provided but this was not the case. I couldn't detect any reference to these additional articles on wrapping the product and so stopped at their current purpose although I was able to guess that Connect Nuance Cloud was
a form of online service. There were no printed documents to assist in this affair as Nuance (quite naturally) had opted for a PDF file to provide this information. I later discovered that Gaaiha was a means of voice communication with others while offering the cloud to give you access to a storage area. Both these two offerings have their own installation
routine and become part of your system start-up. The PDF Converter program has its own installation which requires entering a 22-character serial number. I quickly discovered that this installation routine requests that certain items, such as your browser, are closed as certain files will need to be updated. At various points during this procedure, the
installation appears to hang and in one step requires confirmation as in my detail including the serial number already entered. Eventually the process was completed but only after a system reboot and increased to my frustration level by a few points. The main focus of PDF Converter Professional 8 is the creation of PDF files although the software has the
ability to work in the opposite direction by converting PDF to other types of Office documents plus to PDF reading functionality. When you first fire up this software, it is hardly the most inspiring look and most of the grey options emerge until an open file or an undertaking task. You can start with an empty ODF and build it up from scratch by typing, using
Copy &amp; Paste plus insert items such as pictures, clip art and graphics. While it is possible to work this way, I should imagine that most users will prefer to work with content that has already been created in other applications such as a word processor and graphics package or even brought in directly from a scanner. This latter option requires you to let
the software locate and test your scanner for use with the Nuance product. When bringing in your content is not limited to a single file or resource. You can bring in multiple selected files to various files. These files can be generated by different applications such as a word processor, spreadsheet and image creation package. Once these items have been
imported as PDF then you can add features such as bullets, numberings, notes, hyperlinks, text boxes, highlighting more any formats required. Several new features have been added to this latest version of PDF Converter Professional. Not surprising, considering Nuance's industry leading OmniPage and Dragon Natural Products talk, scanning and speech-
to-text foncation are both covered. I have already mentioned the ability to scan directly from this software for inclusion in a PDF document. You can also dictate content by using the Dragon built-in feature. You will need to provide the microphone although no training should be needed. Notes that dictate will be automatically attached to the selected point of
the document. With this version of Nuance's software you get an Advanced Edit tab. This will allow your document to be converted and displayed as fully editable document for making changes without needing to call on a word processor as you add, remove and edit text. Other new features include exporting data from Form, previewing email attachments in
Microsoft Outlook, restricting access to those authorities using this software and reducing the size of PDF documents. With this last feature you need to be in PDF view rather than Advanced Edit mode and select the Decrease File option from the Document menu. I was only able to achieve minimum reduction in file size using this option. mentioned earlier,
this version of PDF Converter Professionals comes with Cloud Connector and Gaaiha Collaboration. Buttons are available from PDF Converter Professional to open and save files using this service that provides access to popular cloud services such as DropBox, Evernote and Paper Anywhere. You can manage Cloud Connector from your desktop. Gaaiha
Collaboration, which adds a log dialog box to your start-up, makes request for an ID (email address) and password to be set up. This feature can be set up to log in automatically. It will then allow you to set up contacts to discuss, share and edit documents using text or voice communication. Nuance PDF Converter Professional 8 is obviously targeting those
who feel that Adobe Acrobat is overpriced. In this respect the Nuance software would win hands down as it is priced at £99.99 against the £250+ price point of the Acrobat X Standard. However I found that the Nuance software was not as easy to use as I would have hoped. Yes you get links to Microsoft Office components and you can work with multiple files
but some of the tasks do call for some lateral thoughts. And don't forget less than user-friendly user installation routines. This product is more appropriate in an Office environment rather than an individual user.
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